Endometrial cancer-targeted therapies myth or reality? Review of current targeted treatments.
Endometrial cancer (EC) is the most common gynaecological malignancy in developed countries and its incidence is increasing related to obesity. EC is divided into histologic subtypes, most frequently endometrioid adenocarcinoma. Options for treatment of advanced or persistent disease remain limited, and survival has not changed in the last decade. No targeted therapy beyond hormonal therapy is approved for EC. Though hormonal therapy has been a 'standard' for four decades, prediction of its efficacy with receptor evaluation or understanding mechanisms of resistance remain important challenges. The clinical impact of deregulation of different pathways such as phosphatidylinositide 3-kinase, HER or MAPK warrant further investigation to use in a prognostic or predictive manner. The cell cycle and DNA repair pathways constitute potential targets for the development of precision therapies. Targeting the microenvironment and more recently immune infiltration are promising areas. Advances in the understanding of cell biology have allowed EC to be divided into multiple diseases that respond differently to targeted therapy. Translational clinical trials that link biology with precision targeted therapy are key to improve outcome and will require careful analysis or identification of potential biomarkers in early phase studies and validation in randomised trials. This approach requires collaborative efforts to achieve meaningful improvement in the prognosis of women with EC. This review aims to summarise the latest published trials on targeted therapies in EC and propose future directions.